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HOW TO LIVE YOUR (AUTHENTIC) LIFE
Do you know what your

December derives its name

CAREER should be?

from the Latin word “decem”,
meaning ten.

Do you have a career that
Gemstone for December:

represents who you are? Or just

Turquoise, Tanzanite, Blue

a job you goto and perform

Zircon

every day. Do you know the
difference?

Gemstone for Sagittarius:
Golden Topaz

There’s no better way to start a

Gemstone for Capricorn:

new year than with an

Garnet or Blue Star Sapphire

Astrological Reading!

Flower for December:

Book here: https://

Narcissus

go.oncehub.com/JenniferKaufman

✨ REACH FOR THE STARS
On December 4th in the US, we will experience
the last South Node eclipse in Sagittarius for a
few decades. Where is Sagittarius in your chart?
Take a moment during this second eclipse to
reflect upon the house Sagittarius resides and
note all that you’ve been able to leave behind,
shed the dead weight (literally and figuratively)
and unburden yourself with the mental, physical

©bigstockphoto.com/mazzzur

and emotional baggage that doesn’t fit your
personal wisdom and philosophy. Letting what needs to leave go with grace and ease is how you
make it easier to travel your true path. Of course, this is what the Sagittarian Archetype of the
Adventurer wants you to do. Notice how you have changed where and how you get information you
trust. Are you learning and communicating in a new and different way? If not, do you NEED to? Your
next adventure is now ready to be experienced, safe travels!
We experience a total solar eclipse about every 18 months when:
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•

There's a New Moon,

•

at the same time, the Moon is at (or very near) a lunar node, so the Earth, the Moon, and the
Sun line up in a straight (or nearly straight) line,

•

and the Moon is near perigee.

Want to learn more about Eclipses? Go HERE to get more in-depth scienti c info.

Journal Prompt: What have I let go of since the lunar eclipse on November 19th? What did I NOT
let go of that I know should?

A FLOW WITH THE MOON B
The moon is our ultimate guide to bringing attention to where we are on the Earth and where the
Earth is in relation to the sun. You’ll notice that the shape of the Moon changes each night due to
the fact that we see the directly sunlit portion from Earth. The lunar phases gradually change over a
synodic month as the Moon's orbital positions around Earth and Earth around the Sun shift. The
visible side of the moon is variously sunlit, depending on the position of the Moon in its orbit.
This a New Moon in iSagittarius on December 3rd asks us to let our bodies have the same type of
travel we allow our minds. New freedoms and destinations are achievable if we put mind and body
together.
Journal Prompt: Where do I go in my mind that feels impossible in physical reality? How can I
dream a destination into reality?

The b Full Moon is the culmination of what we have grown in the month. This b Full Moon in c
Gemini on December 18th asks us to remain open to physically exploring the many curiosities our
thoughts bring. Gemini (and its ruler Mercury) wants us to talk about what we are thinking and not
shy away from new and different ways of communicating and expressing ourselves.
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Journal Prompt: Who can I talk to about the thoughts in my mind without judgement? Do I need to
find a new circle to move within and communicate? Am I open to finding new minds with whom to
associate?
Void Moons are times when we need to rest to allow the void to fill on its own. We all know Mother
Nature abhors a vacuum, so allow her to fill the void with just the right pressure and contents during
a void moon period. There is no doing now…just be in the void…it always gets filled.
Extra Long Void Moons this month: December: 2,4,6,21,26,30. Do not plan any new beginnings or
concrete endings during these times as you may find yourself unresolved. The Void is a place of
infinite possibility. Trust in divine timing, as all of these stages and phases have a purpose. Life is
continually evolving around them no matter how hard you push, so relax into the void periods. It
takes some practice…but awareness is key!

KISS THE GROUND💋
Here on the Earthly plane, we mirror the stars alignment into the “Holiday Season” with Hannukah
beginning on 11/29 extending through Festivus (for the rest of us), Yule, Christmas, and New Years
Eve on the 31st. It’s a month of well, a lot, and it can be overwhelming for people, no matter what
traditions they follow.
One main thing I want to emphasize this December is that we have to make sure to let there be
LIGHT in our lives! Seasonal Affective Disorder is a real thing this time of year. With the days getting
shorter and the nights longer, we are exposed to less daily light, and it can effect more than just
your mood. Here is the following information I pulled and adapted from the MayoClinic site:
Signs and symptoms of SAD may include:
•

Feeling depressed most of the day, nearly every day

•

Losing interest in activities you once enjoyed

•

Having low energy

•

Having problems with sleeping

•

Experiencing changes in your appetite or weight
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•

Feeling sluggish or agitated

•

Having difficulty concentrating

•

Feeling hopeless, worthless or guilty

•

Having frequent thoughts of death or suicide

Dec 1, 2021

Causes:
•

Your biological clock (circadian rhythm). The reduced level of sunlight in fall and winter
may cause winter-onset SAD. This decrease in sunlight may disrupt your body's internal clock
and lead to feelings of depression.

•

Serotonin levels. A drop in serotonin, a brain chemical (neurotransmitter) that affects mood,
might play a role in SAD. Reduced sunlight can cause a drop in serotonin that may trigger
depression.

•

Melatonin levels. The change in season can disrupt the balance of the body's level of
melatonin, which plays a role in sleep patterns and mood.

Treatment
Treatment for seasonal affective disorder may include light therapy, medications and psychotherapy.
If you have bipolar disorder, tell your doctor — this is critical to know when prescribing light therapy
or an antidepressant. Both treatments can potentially trigger a manic episode.
Light therapy
In light therapy, also called phototherapy, you sit a few feet from a special light box so that you're
exposed to bright light within the first hour of waking up each day. Light therapy mimics natural
outdoor light and appears to cause a change in brain chemicals linked to mood.
Light therapy is one of the first line treatments for fall-onset SAD. It generally starts working in a few
days to a few weeks and causes few side effects. Research on light therapy is limited, but it appears
to be effective for most people in relieving SAD symptoms.
Before you purchase a light box, talk with your doctor about the best one for you, and familiarize
yourself with the variety of features and options so that you buy a high-quality product that's safe
and effective. Also ask your doctor about how and when to use the light box.
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Medications
I do not gravitate to chemical treatments for the most part, but some people with SAD benefit from
antidepressant treatment, especially if symptoms are severe.
At the mayo clinic they say that an extended-release version of the antidepressant bupropion
(Wellbutrin XL, Aplenzin) may help prevent depressive episodes in people with a history of SAD.
Other antidepressants also may commonly be used to treat SAD.
Psychotherapy
Psychotherapy, also called talk therapy, is another option to treat SAD. A type of psychotherapy
known as cognitive behavioral therapy can help you:
•

Identify and change negative thoughts and behaviors that may be making you feel worse

•

Learn healthy ways to cope with SAD, especially with reducing avoidance behavior and
scheduling activities

•

Learn how to manage stress

Mind-body connection
Examples of mind-body techniques that some people may choose to try to help cope with SAD
include:
•

Relaxation techniques such as yoga or tai chi

•

Meditation

•

Guided imagery

•

Music or art therapy

*If anyone would like to learn speci c treatments for SAD for their Astrological Blueprint and
Physique, these are covered during a consultation and during the year-long course acclimation.
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*SIMPLE SECRETS*
Normally, I would tell you all of the ways you could naturally and gently
cure SAD in this section…but, it’s the HOLIDAY season and I wanted to get
an Astrological and Elemental Gift Guide into this newsletter. And, what
makes people feel happier, more uplifted, less sad, etc…than giving AND
receiving the perfect gift!
So here goes, remembering that if you always go for the appropriate
energy/vibration/frequency in choosing a gift, it will always hit the mark
you intend!

The perfect “Vibe” gifts to give your favorite:
Spacey People: Everyone responds to SOUND. Choose to gift some music, make a playlist, or
give them a musical instrument that suits their Elemental Dominance.
Air Signs: Air Dominant people respond to TOUCH. A massage, either personal or professional
is the ideal gift to those who need to know there are others out there who can make contact
with them so they don’t feel adrift.
Fire Signs: Fire Dominant people are sensitive to light and heat and respond to objects of
SIGHT. Pieces of artwork, and being taken to see or view anything of beauty (in their eyes) is
the perfect gift.
Water Signs: Water Dominant people are attuned to moisture and TASTE. Give them
something that makes their mouth water, and you have hit the bullseye.
Earth Signs: Earth Dominant people respond to SMELL. Aromatherapy, candles, and making
the house smell amazing with your cooking is the best way to gift for an Earthy peep.

Aries:
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Plan a hike to a beautiful place. Give them a Go Pro or a ashlight to show them the way.
Anything for their head, like a fabulous hat is always appreciated, as is a weapon.
Taurus:
Anything related to comfort and luxury. Think soft to the touch cashmere, bittersweet
chocolates and Hygge worthy socks. Any gift that adorns the throat is appreciated, as well as
gifts with hearts to show your love.
Gemini:
Anything that promotes communication and expression. A new iPad to draw on, and apple
pencil, a Kindle or good old fashioned books are beloved by Gemini. Phones, headphones, and
wireless things that allow them to gesture easily with their hands is appropriate.
Cancer:
Their home is their castle, and their family is everything. Family pics, a book you made of
memories of vacations past or a subscription to a genealogical site they would adore. Anything
to decorate their home, items in soft pastel “beauty” colors, and don’t forget some pearl
jewelry for your crab.
Leo:
Purchase something spectacular that makes them stand out in a crowd. The glitz and glimmer
of the season are perfect for Leo’s, the bigger the better! Fleur de Lis and other symbols of
royalty always are pleasing, and think about giving them singing or acting lessons from the
local theatre.
Virgo:
Gifts of cleanliness, order and zen are appreciated by the Virgo native. Earth toned
accoutrements, Aromatherapy diffusers lled with Vetiver and Basil will soothe their senses.
Whether its a tailored sweater or a vase of fresh seasonal owers, the virgo will appreciate
minimal mess in the wrapping.
Libra:
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Ideal gifts for the beauty maven are gifts with elegance, style, grace and harmony. A set of
scales isn’t out of the question and Librans won’t say no to a Pilates reformer or tickets to a
ballet performance.
Scorpio:
The depths to which a Scorpio will descend hasn’t been established yet, so a love letter with
your deepest feelings for them would be treasured. Memento More and books of Magic will
peak their interest and any object d’art that has a bit of an edge to it will satisfy them that you
know they aren’t status quo. Go deep, or go home.
Sagittarius:
Aim for adventure to gift your Sag. Plan some travel with them, buy them books on
philosophy, and by no means limit their freedom with the gift. Open doors for them, show
them maps of antiquity and make a scavenger hunt to nd buried treasure somewhere.
Capricorn:
Traditional gifts are the best for your Cappy people. A belt or a wallet will never fall at, but
making it designer is a sure bet. Buy them a program for meditation, or a desk calendar made
of leather, they’ll also appreciate the latest and greatest in Tech…especially when it’s
analytical.
Aquarius:
The Visionary has a bead on the future. High tech, the newest and fastest shiny thing will
captivate them, and anything that is innovative in nature. The humanitarian aspect of your
Water Bearer could be given a donation to a charity, a go-fund-me account or an animal rescue
facility. Oh…and if you really want to hit the bullseye, name a star after them.
Pisces:
The Dreamer loves things in water. Swim suits, boating excursions, even items for a relaxing
bath are high up on their list. A foot soak and massage is total heaven for a Pisces, and a
gratitude journal is something they would actually use.
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🪄 ASTROSTYLING TIPS🎨
We have all 12 Zodiac signs expressing themselves in our chart, it’s
just a matter of finding where that sign fits into which container
(house) in our chart, and if it has an added oomph in the form of
planets or asteroids in there too. *If you don’t know your chart, all
you need is your exact time, place and date of birth to pop it into
Astrodienst for free. I am happy to help you determine your chart
as well, just contact me for the free 15 minute consultation here:
https://go.oncehub.com/JenniferKaufman
As always…pay attention to the Big 3. As an Esoteric Astrologer, I
see these three combining as the major players influencing your

Sagittarius can change their
mind with a single thought,
and then make it happen
almost e ortlessly.
Capricorn will have immense
patience, discipline and
steadfastness when making
a decision, but once
decided, they will show
extreme endurance and
determination make that
decision a reality.

life in the form of your Rising Sign as your Soul, your Sun Sign as
your Personality in this lifetime and your Moon Sign as the key to your Emotions and the impetus of
your Flow Pattern. If any of these are in Sagittarius or Capricorn, pay special attention to this months
advice as you will take this more to heart overall than those who aren’t governed as strongly by
these two signs. To see what’s highlighted in general for you for the Month of November, check out
where Sagittarius and Capricorn fall in your chart. The container, or house, they rule is where you will
feel their influences most deeply this month.

Sagittarius: The Archetype of the Adventurer. For a Sag, their clothing needs to be comfortable and
most likely a bit sporty. These natives like to travel, so they’re favorite items are wash-and-wear….no
ironing board is needed for their wardrobe. Interesting garments acquired while traveling, t-shirts
with quotes from their favorite philosophers, and some get-away sneakers are sure to be found in a
Saggitarius closet. Try a denim jean with an oversized fuzzy plaid jacket and some good ol' Levi’s if
you want to channel Sag for a day.
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Capricorn: The Archetype of the
Sage. Cappy people are wise to the ways of the world. They know that trends aren’t everything, and
that a traditional, high-quality, long wearing capsule wardrobe is key to establishing their style. You’ll
never nd anything cheap, gaudy or glitzy in their wardrobe, and they prefer well tailored, designer
clothing to clothes that don’t t their bodies well. Earthy colors of browns, grays, dark blues and
black with the occasional greens make up the bulk of their clothing choices. They are the kings and
queens of purchasing “investment pieces” and since Capricorn falls in the season of giving gifts to
others, they are likely to be the ones to give YOU gifts in exquisite taste that will last a lifetime.
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👍 BEST AND WORST👎
As we all know, ideal astrological timing doesn’t always occur in reality, so if something is not listed
as “best” or “worst” on a day you are scheduled, take into account the nature of what you are
doing. A haircut will still make you feel good about yourself even if it’s not the best you’ve ever felt
after a haircut…..but a bad haircut can make you feel terrible!
Here are your best and worst options for personal grooming this DECEMBER 2021:
Best Days for Hair cut: December 21,22,23,24,25
Best Days for Hair Color: December 7,8,14,15,16,17
Best days for Nail Care: December 5,6
Best days for Dentistry: December 26,27,
Best days for Medical Procedures: December 1,2,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,2829,30,31
Worst day for Medical Procedures: December 3
Worst days for Dentistry: December 14,15,18,
Worst Days for Hair Cut: December 9, 10, 19, 20
Try planning something on a “good” day! Let me know what you think, I’d love to hear about your
success. If you’ve had experience with a bad day, tell me too, I’d love to give corrective advice to
improve any failures! Want to know more, take a look at this site: Rhythm of nature

Got Questions? Ready to design your life around who you really are?
Give me a shout, I’m happy to answer any question you have. If I have read your chart before, I will
include a more personalized answer. If I haven’t read for you, feel free to book a free 15 minute
appointment here: https://go.oncehub.com/JenniferKaufman if you’d like to know more about what
I can tell you about your Astrological Blueprint and your Physique. Learn to live Authentically.
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You can reach me in all sorts of ways, don’t hesitate to reach out!
Email: jennifer@stoneangelstudios.com
Text: 214-695-6514
Facebook: Stone Angel Studios
Instagram: @stoneangelstudios
LinkedIn: Stone Angel Studios

✨💋- Je ifer
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